
SPIRITS OF TIME
TIME LORDS

BODIES OF LIGHT FROM THE HEAVENS AND HELL

On 7 May 2010 (GCAD) – 23 Iyyar 5770 (Hebrew) as given in the account of that Audience at 
Ulahmon:  Summoned by The Most High in the normal order of His Will, and observing all the Protocols 
of The Great Presence, the Horsemen were bivouacked at Ulahmon in the 316th level above Mashaturna; 
and in obedience to the Orders given directly out of The Glorious Mouth of The Most High, ALIHA 
ASUR HIGH (excerpted and repeated here for those who experience these Presents to know in absolute 
Truth and Knowledge), I script as directed and caution:  This information has been and still is forbidden 
among all the Priests of the whole of the House of Levi, Potentates of Mesopotamia and Egypt, Masters 
of Islam and all their relevant Temples, Synagogues, Chapels and Lodges.  Do not attempt even one word 
of these Divine Presents unless and until you are a Proven Knower of The Great Testimony and have 
received The Holy Seal – the Mark of The Most High – in your forehead.  This caution applies to all the 
Children of Abraham, specifically but not limited to:  Ishmael and Israel, the Sons of Aaron, all Levites 
and Jews and any and all Gentiles whatsoever.

For anyone who is not a Proven Knower of The Great Testimony and have received The Holy Seal
– the Mark of The Most High – in your forehead to attempt to use any information or direct any Entities, 
Forces or Energies mentioned herein is totally Forbidden by The Most High.  The Entities given herein 
will not obey any invocation of any other and will, on Direct Orders from The Most High, rend any and 
all offenders without even consideration of mercy.  The Forces and Energies given herein are far more 
volatile and dangerous than anything mankind has invented, encountered or dreamed of.  This is Very 
Sacred Ground.  Either qualify yourself to venture here or avoid these processes and provisions at all 
costs.  Reading them and knowing them will prevent accidental intrusion and abuse, leaving all without 
excuse.

All have now been warned.  Any attempt or intrusion by any not a Proven Knower of The Great 
Testimony will result in severe punishments in direct proportion to your intentions multiplied by the 
content of your own evil; and without His Own Holy Seal in your forehead all are of evil in The Sight of 
The Most High.  All have now been warned.

[BEGINNING OF THE EXCERPT]
Double Quotes ("") are the Words of The Most High,

Single Quotes (") are my replies.

""Beloved Son of My Great Vengeance, I set before you a greater task for now is the time 
appointed.  Call forth and reestablish your own Spirits of Time who exist in the future and have 
held their peace until this hour.  Lo!  The legends of Time Lords are all in grave error, therefore, 
protect My Beloved Akurians against all such knowing lies and deliberate misinformation.  Send 
forth your own Spirits of Time and let them access to their assigned stations.  Bless your own Spirits
of Time that they be filled with My Righteousness which cannot abide error and can only abide 
accuracy.  Send forth your own Spirits of Time:  and all they shall reveal unto you shall you bind up
in a book until the Day and Hour of My appointment.  Then shall the whole world see their 
inescapable suffering is because they slew not the socialist; nor the priests and advocates of false 
religion; nor the vile and profane among them, even those of their own house; to put those evils out 
of Ishmael, out of Israel, and out of the Children of Abraham that even out among the Gentiles and 
Canaan and Cush, and their suffering shall not diminish from the Great Burden of their own 
Enslavement.""

"Sir!  I have not revealed the existence of my Spirits of Time to any, living or dead.  Shall I now 
teach the Teachers of Righteousness these Divine Secrets?"



""Beloved Son of My Great Understanding, Yes, that those of My Holy Seal should be more 
prepared against the Days of Holocaust and Years of Tribulation the Demons of Socialism shall 
inflict upon the whole world.""

"Sir!  And shall those Spirits of Time commune with the True and Righteous Akurians, giving 
them advance warning against the treasons, treacheries and impending murders of the Socialists, That 
Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome, the demonic psychopaths of Ishmael, the intrigues and deceptions of 
Levi and Judah, the Masonic and Knights of Columbus lodges and the whole of communist-infested 
government and government agencies from the Highest Offices to the lowest employee?"

""Beloved Son of My Great Consideration, yes, and to the True and Observant, in time 
sufficient to pronounce Eternal Damnations, Everlasting Horrors and Never-Ending Destructions 
upon those same Socialists, That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome, the demonic psychopaths of 
Ishmael, the intrigues and deceptions of Levi and Judah, the Masonic and Knights of Columbus 
lodges and the whole of communist-infested government and government agencies from the Highest
Offices to the lowest employee and all their families and fellows and all their generations unto 
Shiloh!

""And I Direct to that Righteous Company now, even in this hour, and to all the 
Generations of Akurian unto Shiloh, when the vile and corrupt seek to conspire against you and 
you shall be informed of the Spirits of Time:  "Spare them not!"  Spare nothing of harm and hurt 
and evil in your Eternal Damnations, Everlasting Horrors and Never-Ending Destructions upon 
those same Socialists, That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome, the demonic psychopaths of Ishmael,
the intrigues and deceptions of Levi and Judah, the Masonic and Knights of Columbus lodges and 
the whole of communist-infested government and government agencies from the Highest Offices to 
the lowest employee and all their families and fellows and all their generations unto Shiloh!

""Spare them not, for they are the living essence of evil.  Spare them not, for they are the 
living essence of all that is vile before Me.  Spare them not, for there is no Righteousness found 
anywhere in or among them.  Spare them not, for they shall seek to slay your and destroy your 
souls.  Spare them not in their secret chambers; spare them not in their Synagogues and Temples; 
spare them not in their councils and spare them not in their public forums.  Therefore, abide not 
even one word from them, for every word of them is conceived in evil, in treachery, in treason and 
in deceit that they may murder you – and all innocents – without restraint.  Yea!  When their 
damnations are revealed of the Spirits of Time, in that same hour shall all My True and Righteous 
avenge themselves.""

"Sir!"

[END OF THE EXCERPT]

Concerning the many Spirits:
Each and every humanoid is born with FOUR (4) Spirit Guides commissioned to behold The Face 

of The Father on their behalf until they have passed the Age of Innocence.  Woe unimaginable to any who
harms or abandons any child, for such are worthy only of the greatest Damnations and The Most High has
unalterably spoken their never-ending punishment.  Neither punishments of the Courts of Man nor 
absolutions by any Priest, Shaman, Minister or other High Persons of any church, religion, faith or 
following – except the Living Anointed and his True and Righteous Proven Knowers of The Great 
Testimony – hold any validity before The Most High and do not mollify or reduce the Eternal 
Punishments prescribed by Holy Law.  Those four Spirit Guides must speak the Truth in The Great 



Presence and their testimony must be Righteous and Absolute, for the Damnations for Offenses are 
infinite.

These four Spirit Guides are not Angels of the Presence, nor are they of any evil although when 
they linger beyond the Age of Innocence they can, and often do, become incompetent to the will of the 
soul to which they have been assigned.  Dismiss your own Spirit Guides only when, and if, you are 
competent to do so and fully comprehend the ramifications of your actions.  Do nothing with respect to 
these Spirit Guides of any doctrine or precept of any church, religion, faith or following, and never in 
accordance with the dictates or decisions of any Priest, Shaman, Minister or other such High Persons 
regardless of their experience, education or position in their respective Order.  Specifically, anything and 
everything "in the name of Jesus" is an abomination in The Sight of The Most High, and attempts at Spirit
discernment by such vile deception is no exception.  That you know, and not 'believe,' each and every 
manifestation of "Jesus" or His mother "Mary" is Satan posing as an Angel of Light; and each and every 
testimony and sermon on their behalf and ritual with respect thereto:  is Blasphemy Against the Holy 
Spirit of Truth, regardless of the occasion, trappings or showcase.  Therefore, do not attempt against these
Spirit Guides regardless of your religion or lack of religion.  [NOTE:  If you have violated any child or 
any reason whatsoever, and want to absolutely repent, you are free to contact any True and 
Righteous Akurian who is a Proven Knower of The Great Testimony – or the Living Anointed, 
Himself, while he yet lives – for guidance and restitution.  Their decisions are final.]

Each and every living creature without exception has a Spirit.  That Spirit also beholds The Face 
of The Most High on that creature's behalf, and although many are born to an already decided end, that 
does not entitle any to abuse them, or alter them, in the process.  Animal abusers, including those who 
defile their bloodlines (hybridization) or needlessly take their environment, are held in the same low 
esteem by The Most High as child abusers and the punishment is equally severe.

There are Spirits who roam free, Spirits who are perennial pranksters, neither to be confused with 
souls in their own entrapment whether of church, religion or lifestyle, and many more caught in the 
ferocity or violence of their death.  These are those who populate the hauntings and ghostly 
manifestations, and only a True Teacher of Righteousness of the Proven Knowers of The Great Testimony
can accurately tell the difference, release those who are worthy or cast out those who are demonic.  Each 
and every reputed exorcism by anyone other than  a True Teacher of Righteousness of the Proven Knower
of The Great Testimony is a sham showcase dramatized by the Greatest Grand Master of Deception:  
Lucifer, Lord Satan himself.  As for the Rank, Authority, Responsibility and Organization of Spirits, all 
are similar to the structure written in "The Order and Order of Angels" published on the 16th of January 
2009 (GCAD) – 20th of Tevet, 5769 (Hebrew).

Then there are also the Spirits of Time.  Very little is known and even less published about them 
as they are an Order structured by and reporting only to The Most High.  The exist primarily in the future 
but can travel backwards and forwards from any given NOW (current time) POINT.  They exist to assist 
the passage of time from the future through the NOW and into the past.  Don't waste your time trying to 
invoke or call upon them for anything.  They can't be moved or intimidated.  They can, and often do, 
assist the True and Righteous in handling time-related energies, but they have no requirement to do so.  
They are a True and Righteous Order of Angels, separate and exclusive to the point there is no given title 
for their Order!  The leadership are all LORDS, an earned Title of Rank.  Their muster is HUGE, and 
from what can be observed of their organization, built and structured as necessary for the job at hand.

The can be VIOLENT when disturbed, so it's good advice to leave them alone.  If they want to 
help you, THEY will initiate the contact; and that is one more reason WHY you need to know how to 
Discern Spirits if you're ever to amount to anything before The Most High.

The process to secure assistance from any Spirit of Time is first to be absolutely Righteous.  That 
does NOT mean you have to be a butter-soft, weak-kneed, namby-pamby when you SHOULD be a raging
fury.  It just means your fury/anger MUST BE JUSTIFIED!  They will not fight your battles for you, but 
they will often – not always – expedite the forces and energies involved in your Invocations of Testimony 
to your advantage.



They are NOT your servants, they are valued colleagues, possessing vast knowledge, residing in 
very advantageous positions, who can do your some great favors you will never be able to repay.  IF you 
are a True and Righteous Proven Knower of the Great Testimony Akurian, you need only invoke, "True 
and Righteous Spirits of Time, attend me," and if they are going to hear you, they will reflect a 
cognizance of their presence.  To be able to detect this energy, practice on yourself:  place one hand near 
the other, at the palm, the wrist or your arm, close enough to detect the presence but far enough away as to
NOT feel your own body heat.  Once you have that bit of expertise down, you will be able to detect the 
acceptance of a Spirit of Time – generally always on your face!  It's almost like feeling a very subtle 
breeze, very light, very gentle and without temperature.

If you can't get this experience to work to your satisfaction, contact me direct and I'll get a Spirit 
of Time to demonstrate.

Spirits of Time can be your best friend or your worst enemy, and they won't play games, silly or 
otherwise.  They are DEAD SERIOUS every time, all the time, and without exception.  They ensure the 
smooth passage of matter and energy through the NOW (Present) expression; a very difficult expertise, so
they don't have time for humor, soap operas or even personal vendettas without justification.

Spirits of Time need not be banished once they approach.  They leave no trails of intent, and are 
more elusive than gusting wind as to where they came from and where they went and where they will 
manifest next.  Spirits of Time do not hang around – so be ready to accommodate them when and if they 
send cognizance.  They don't visit for the hell of it, they won't dicker or bargain, and they won't wait until 
you make up your mind.  Their show is on the road, and your's had damned well better be if you want 
their assistance.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS AT THIS POINT?

Dealing with Spirits of Time requires some refresher information.

Concerning Bodies of Light:
First, before attempting even one word of this information, read the entire book, "The 

ANOINTED, The ELECT, and The DAMNED!" (AED) twice as instructed.  Then, and only then, will 
you possess sufficient Spiritual Truth to comprehend the ramifications of what you intend to do and the 
Righteous Endeavor to accomplish it.  The Akurians have, on occasion, taken people not otherwise 
prepared as just instructed, up into the Planes of Heaven using their own Body of Light.  These High 
Plane excursions are under guidance of fully qualified True and Righteous Akurians who are Proven 
Knowers of The Great Testimony and who have both the Righteous Power and Holy Authority to conduct
such Righteous Endeavors.  Attempts by those not properly prepared and authorized to imitate the 
processes and procedures have all resulted in disaster to the offender.  Just as being a passenger on any 
airline does not instantly qualify one to sit in the Captain's seat and pilot the plane, being an invited guest 
of the Akurians' Invocations of Testimony does not qualify one to approach The Great Veil of The Most 
High or converse with Spirits, souls of deceased relatives or friends, angels, demons, Ascended Masters 
or otherwise.  To attempt to do so is your own invitation to disaster upon your own head.

You have been warned.
Making a Body of Light is simple.  Using the same process of learning UP IN THE SPIRIT as 

written in Chapter Forty-One of the AED, just visualize an image of your physical body!  In that instant 
you have created a Body of Light out of the energies and materials of the Planes of Creation.  Think!  
How many times have you already done that?  Most of us didn't know, and therefore didn't consider, what
we've been doing virtually all our lives.  So, hallelujah halfwit delusions to the contrary, making a Body 
of Light is neither 'evil' nor 'demonic' and it certainly doesn't take any poppycock 'belief' in Jesus, or 
anybody else, to accomplish.  We've all done it hundreds, if not thousands, of times in the normal process 
of just being alive.  When you look in a mirror or even consider clothes, you make a Body of Light of 
yourself even if it does dissipate as instantly as it formed when you go on about your affairs.



BODIES OF LIGHT DO NOT LAST UNLESS YOU ENDOW THEM WITH CONTINUANCE!
Bodies of Light are not living Spirits unto themselves, they require YOUR consciousness to exist, 

to go where you send them and do what you want of them; and it's that "where and what" you intend that 
sets the success and rewards or failure and disasters.  Evil is evil regardless of how it's disguised, and 
trying to do injustice or common evil with a Body of Light is a sure and certain impending disaster.  It 
simply won't work because a Body of Light exists in the Planes of Heaven and The Most High does not 
tolerate any kind of evil in His High Realms!  If you want to make a Body of Light that exists in the 
Depths of Hell you only have to be willing to accept the Eternal and Horrendous Consequences.  And 
now you know a Great Secret spoken of by Immanuel (whom the Spiritually bereft call "Jesus") in 
Matthew 10:28, "And fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul:  but rather 
fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell;" and Luke 12:4, "And I say unto you my 
friends, Be not afraid of them that kill the body, and after that have no more that they can do.  (12:5) 
But I will forewarn you whom ye shall fear:  Fear him, which after he hath killed hath power to cast 
into hell; yea, I say unto you, Fear him."  The Akurians have such Righteous Power and Holy Authority,
and we use it!  This paragraph is a clue as to how, but attempt this yourself at the peril of your own soul 
and existence.  The Akurians will not even attempt to rescue you from your own stupidity.

The Akashic Records:
Far more information about the Planes of Heaven ABOVE all the Earths and Depths of Hell 

BENEATH all the Earths is given in the AED.  Most of that information with respect to the Akashic 
Records is repeated immediately herebelow:

Near the Mental Plane there is a long, smoky, blue-gray object like a long tunnel that contains The
Holy Scripts of All The Heavens and All The Earths!  It's the Akashic Records!

It is known as the Reflecting Ether by the psychic community, and as The Book of Life in the 
Bible.  You can enter it and travel both backwards and forward in time!  The past is unchangeable, but the
future can be changed simply by changing one's thinking.  This absolute Book of Life cannot be changed 
from within it, but only by direct changes in thought, attitude and action beyond it.

Understand that:  the past is recorded in infinite detail and cannot be changed; the future is 
recorded as past and present thinking will determine it to be if there are no efforts made to change that 
thinking.

There is a turn-around period for past thinking to run its course, but only as long as it takes one to 
effect corrective measures and undo past mistakes.  Those events that are only a few days or hours in the 
future usually are not changed; not because they can't be, but because one does not have the knowledge or
experience to redirect those forces.  The more distant future is easier to handle.

It gives one time to learn which thought pattern produces which result.  Why that should take time 
is a result of 'hallelujah halfwit' programming, filling our minds (and airwaves!) with so much injected 
guilt that we are no longer able to recognize simple truth when we find it.  The simple process to 
changing our thinking to change our future is to:  think about what you do want, and don't think about 
what you don't want.  If you find yourself pondering those things you don't want, then take the time to 
erase those thoughts and replace them with thoughts about what you do want!

However, some future events would require every living human on earth to change!  The thought 
patterns have been directed to these ends for centuries, and it would require a great deal more than wishful
thinking to redirect those forces and avoid those events.

Travel along the Reflecting Ether is rather a simple matter, regardless of which direction you wish 
to venture, and in fact, you already have experience in this respect!

Have you ever experienced a familiar?  You were talking to someone, visiting someplace, under 
exact conditions that you realize you've done this before; yet knowing you haven't!  In some instances it 
would have been impossible to have had this experience prior to the familiar where for a few seconds 
everything is like an instant replay.  These 'familiars' are called Deja Vu (DAY-ZSA VOO), and 



regardless of all the psychiatrists' and psychologists' claims to the contrary, they are caused by one of two 
sets of conditions; both requiring the person experiencing the Deja Vu to have been forward in time!

And, most people can only go forward in time along the Reflecting Ether; at least in their natural 
state while stuck here in the present.  Further, since dreams are Spiritual experiences, here's how the 
process works:

Everybody dreams!  Some people don't remember them, but they dream nevertheless.  While in a 
sleep state, the consciousness drifts up and down the awareness state, and about every hour and a half, 
about every ninety minutes or so, and when aware enough, we have dreams, some of which we remember.
Memory can be activated even if we don't always recall it upon awakening.

Now that we know that everyone projects naturally during sleep, and if a person doesn't dream 
then they will first suffer DTs (delirium tremens), dreaming while wide awake.

The astral (Spiritual) bodies travel all over the place in our sleep states, in the process of 
recharging themselves.  And since those astral bodies are always in the Planes of Heaven, they are quite 
familiar with all the strange things that happen there.  Traveling along the Reflecting Ether is common 
since we all wonder of what the future holds for us.

While forward in time the consciousness sees or experiences something concerning itself that 
raises the awareness to the point of memory.

When the Deja Vu happens on the Earth Plane it lasts only for a few seconds, a minute at most, 
because of one of the two causes mentioned previously:

Either those few seconds were all the experience in an awareness state sufficient to cause memory,
or:  those few seconds were all that was left of the experience that was unchanged by subsequent thinking!

And that's a simple Law of God!
Here's how to do it deliberately and under full conscious control.  It is simple, safe, and when 

combined with The Proof of The Anointing gives one tremendous inner-security and a total absence of the
fear of death.

The process of traveling in either direction while in the Reflecting Ether is simply to float along 
whichever direction you choose!  Should you want to review a given event again, simply reverse yourself 
and watch it again as you 'glide' by.  You can stop by simply stopping!

In both the Past, Present and Future you can even walk around and through the images.  Those in 
the Present and Future may change while you are looking at it since it changes instantly to changes in 
thought!  Those in the Past cannot change as they are forever frozen in the time-frame.  You will find that 
you can't change so much as one iota of anything you see there, but you can sure see all the details!

Here are a few suggestions to look for:
Where AIDS really came from and who paid the bills to have it spread;
The reputed 'economic summit' just before we were sucked into Operation Desert Storm in Iraq;
The Robert Kennedy murder and especially the cover-up;
The Martin Luther King execution and the railroading of James Earl Ray;
The President John F. Kennedy execution in Dallas, Lyndon Banes Johnson heavily involved in 

the conspiracy to murder the President and the subsequent cover-up that is still going on;
The Marilyn Monroe murder and cover-up;
The White House sellout of the nation and especially at Pearl Harbor;
The actual battle and Lincoln's address at the famed Civil War Battleground at Gettysburg;
The Big Three meeting at Yalta;
The formation of our own jackass Federal Reserve System and who really owns it;
The Council of Nicea in 325 A.D. that formulated the plan to create the Dark Ages so the Roman 

Empire could eventually emerge as 'the Catholic Church;'
The actual 'trials' and execution of Immanuel ben Joseph ben Nazaratti, better known as, the 

Crucifixion of Christ;
What Jeremiah and fellows actually did with the Ark of the Covenant before the fall of Jerusalem 

to the Babylonians;



The many direct two-way conversations between The Most High and the Priests of the Temple 
and Tabernacle;

The Dedications of the Ark, Temple and Tabernacle;
The actual receiving of the Ten Commandments and what actually happened;
The several Plagues in Egypt prior to the Exodus and how long that really took;
The actual conversations between The Most High and our Great Patriarch Abraham;
The actual conversations between The Most High and our Great Patriarch Abraham's grandson, 

Jacob, even though communicated through Gabriel;
The Great Deluge in Mesopotamia and what the Ark of Noah really looked like and where it really

rests;
The building of the Great Pyramid of Cheops at Gizeh, Egypt, when and how it was actually built 

and by whom;
The Ruby Ridge slaughter by government agents, the subsequent public cover-up by Congress via 

their so-called 'hearings' where not one relevant question was asked of the murdering bastards, and the 
pre-hearing briefings of those on the committee;

The Waco Branch Davidian slaughter by government agents, the subsequent public cover-up by 
Congress via their so-called 'hearings' where not one relevant question was asked of the murdering 
bastards, and the pre-hearing briefings of those on the committee (No!  This is not a mis-print from above 
nor a broken record!);

The bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah building in Oklahoma City by government agents, and all 
the 'terrorism' legislation as a result, and then compare it to the burning of the Reichstag by Nazis to 
'legislate' total government control over the populace to eliminate any and all opposition!  (Yes!  This 
atrocity, known as the American Reichstag, is a broken record attempt by this government to duplicate the
success by the Nazi government to force one more layer of Legislated Enslavement on behalf of the New 
World Order of One World Government!  In short, they legislate jackass laws to persecute, silence, 
imprison and murder anyone and everyone who dares disagree with even the slightest element of 
government!);

The actual location of O. J. Simpson when he called Paula Barbieri at 10:05 P.M., June 12th, 
1994, the night of the murders – and the infinite collusion and conspiracy between Levite and Judean-
controlled organized crime elements (Myth is:  Italians.  Truth is:  Italians controlled and manipulated by 
Jews!) and police departments then layered by the courts (not only in Los Angeles but everywhere else 
too!);

And countless other Great Events in Mankind's History:  none of which were by natural means as 
each were the result of someone's manipulations!

It's all there in the unchangeable Holy Scripts of All The Heavens and All The Earths for all to 
view.

The short course of the Akashic Records:
Everything is recorded as it happens in the Akashic Records.  Once recorded and past the NOW in

time, the images, emotions, truth, lies, and all are forever there for all to view.  You can immerse yourself 
in any image and READ it in infinite detail, whether past, present or future, although the present is a bit of
a hardening as it goes into the past and the future is subject to change constantly.

The Akashic Records are absolute and unchangeable in the Past, and will be reviewed in their 
entirety in the Great and Final Judgment.  Nobody:  Catholic, Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, 
Marxist, Communist, Fascist, Socialist, Progressive, Thief, Murderer, Traitor, Manipulator, Usurer, 
Politician, Priest, Preacher or other Liar, racemixer nor racemixed are going to escape the full review in 
each and every infinite detail.  The FUTURE is as mutable and changeable as soft clay and fluid water; all
that's required is a CHANGE IN THINKING.  Nothing more.

Language is NEVER a problem in the Akashic Records as each and every particle is instantly 
transcribed into your own language from the original Angelic in which all is recorded.  Angelic is the 
language of all the Planes of Heaven and Depths of Hell and is instantly translatable into all other tongues



and languages throughout all Creation.  For all intents and purposes you can consider Angelic the first 
language of the mind/brain consciousness, since it's also the actual language in all your dreams!

The Spirits of Time are usually found in the future where they assist the passage of time through 
the NOW – this current instant.  In some cases they will assist True and Righteous Proven Knowers of the
Great Testimony, but nobody else under any conditions.  They roam the Akashic Records at will and are 
NOT subject to anybody's opinions or invocations as they answer only to The Most High and nobody 
else.

It is here the full transcripts of The Great Curse of Noah Upon Canaan and The Great Curse of 
The Most High Upon Cush are recorded WHEN and exactly AS they happened; and from where the 
translations in the AED are taken.

If it EVER happened, it's there in the Akashic Records in infinite detail; and if it NEVER 
happened, it's conspicuous by its absence.  Every thought, word and deed is there in all its pure essence in 
the Immutable Past.  That which is to come – in accordance with current thinking – is there in the Mutable
Future.  Everything the Akurians – and every other organization – are about, individually and as True and 
Righteous or Vile and Evil, is presented there in those beautiful Akashic Records.

The Akurians are the ONLY order that provides absolute verification of each and every word, 
statement and claim we advocate and/or publish – including the WHERE and HOW to access all that 
information.  Don't 'believe' us?  Then go and check the facts for yourself!  The Akurians have given the 
EXACT instructions and information to prove every jot and tittle, so nobody has to 'believe' a damned 
thing:  THEY CAN KNOW, firsthand and for themselves.

All the information is there in the Akashic Records for anybody who wants to KNOW rather than 
blunder along in never-did-work 'belief' stupidity.  YES!  That includes the Audiences Before The Most 
High by anyone and everyone who has been there!

Now, you've all been told and the Testimony is OF you and upon your own head.

Discerning your own thoughts:
Shock of shocks the Akurians have been exonerated!  The human brain is both a transmitter and a 

receiver – in addition to a whole-body communications center and infinite library.  Such information even
being discussed in questioning the priesthood for Spiritual guidance often as not came with a death 
sentence.  Both the Catholic and Muslim 'holy men' slaughtered without restraint to suppress such ideas 
lest those ideas become revelations as to how jackass both religions really were – and still are.

Now that the Akurian position on the subject is a proven scientific fact, suppression is still a factor
from all quarters, religion, medicine and government, as to HOW to make the mind/brain combo receive 
or transmit on demand.  Make no mistake, the socialists cannot have anyone being able to think at all, let 
alone thinking clearly, or reading their demonisms in the clear light of truth.  That's right, once you learn 
how:  you can read other people's minds and their deepest and most-hidden thoughts and intentions; and 
be infinitely accurate and correct ONCE YOU KNOW HOW!

Before you can read anyone else's mind you have to know WHICH thoughts going through your 
own are YOURS!  Depending on which scientific community's data you consider, the human mind/brain 
processes between sixty and ninety thousand conscious mental processes in any given twenty-four hour 
period.  That's a lot of traffic, most of which does not originate within the mind/brain processing the data!

That's right too, most of the thoughts you process each and every day are NOT yours!  We'll get to
the original sources in due time.

Obviously everyone needs to know WHICH thoughts are their own and WHICH thoughts they're 
reading out of the ethers since initially all mind/brain traffic is 'heard' in your own voice.  And THERE is 
a door that will be of immense value as your progress.  The separation will be automatic in time, and to 
the point your will know EXACTLY 'who' originated any given thought, and eventually the cause(s) and 
reason(s) behind it.

The process:



To learn which thoughts are yours, you need to determine the WHAT you think without cluttering 
the process with all the 'whys' and soap operas that go with it.  The process is extremely simple UNLESS 
you contaminate it with jackass and nonsense.  And be informed:  you will NEVER improve yourself or 
your circumstance, Spiritually, intellectually, economically or physically as long as you insist on clinging 
to all the never-did-work 'belief' stupidities:  you will NEVER learn to discern Spirits – or anything else – 
including your own thought/thinking processes without absolute adherence to Holy Law of which NONE 
of the 'praise Jesus' poppycock qualifies.  To determine WHAT you think is an ongoing habit you need to 
get and stay into.  It's an easy habit to acquire, and priceless to the point of being worth more than all the 
King's/Queen's Ransoms combined!

Each and every OBJECT in your circumstance must be considered with respect as to HOW you 
think/feel about it.  REPEAT:  EACH AND EVERY OBJECT!  In order to give EACH AND EVERY 
OBJECT a due classification you must set a STANDARD RULE.  The best is a scale of 1 to 100, it is 
goes in BOTH directions of "LIKE" and "DON'T LIKE" regardless of what it is.

Get that:  a scale of 1 to 100, it is goes in BOTH directions of "LIKE" and "DON'T LIKE" 
regardless of what it is.

Example:  the blue pepper shaker (as opposed to the salt shaker) you have from somewhere.  The 
source, and any and all attachments thereto (your saintly grandmother got them from her mother and gave 
them to your mother who gave them to you, ad infinitum).  Emotional attachments such as this example 
are the absolute Kiss of Total Failure for these purposes.  DO you LIKE the pepper shaker?; DON'T you 
LIKE the pepper shaker?; and if so/not, on a scale of 1 to 100:  HOW MUCH?  Simple as that.  You can 
set an entirely different SCALE for the salt shaker – the choice is yours with only one absolute and 
irrevocable requirement:  YOU MUST BE ABSOLUTELY HONEST WITH YOURSELF!  Currently 
nobody else knows – or has any right to know – HOW you actually feel about anything.  The biggest 
detriment to this HABIT is the soap opera of GUILT.  Your opposite 'other' buys new clothes, shoes, hat, 
something … and your HABIT takes one look and you KNOW you despise it ninety percent.  You don't 
have to buy and ad, or even be the slightest bit rude, especially if they ask, "how do you like my (fill in 
the blank)" as you can always say, "It's charming," "it's you!," or some other polite and let-them-down-
easy comment.  The fact you think it's a disaster is YOUR business, so no GUILT trips if you want to 
succeed.  And that NO GUILT TRIPS factor applies to EACH AND EVERY OBJECT forever and 
always without exception.  Unless you want to fail.

EVERYTHING gets the LIKE/DON'T LIKE procedure.  No exceptions – people, especially 
politicians, priests, preachers and other liars – as well as wall colors, lamp shades, pictures, performances,
music, automobiles, furniture, eventually including circumstances and legal/political stances and 
proposals.  It will take a while to cover each and everything as assign them a number of your 1 to 100 
scale, but it is absolutely critical that you do so; thus making the process into a never-ending habit as 
quickly as possible.

Why?
Because once you KNOW whether you like or don't like any 'something' and how much: any 

thought that comes through your mind/brain that doesn't match perfectly IS SOMEBODY ELSE'S!  You 
LIKE something at 35, even a 34 or 36 IS SOMEBODY ELSE'S THOUGHT!  You will automatically 
KNOW the LIKE/DISLIKE and the DEGREE because of your own experience ONCE YOU HAVE THE
HABIT OF SETTING YOUR OWN SCALE.  Think about that:  it's somebody else's thought and you 
KNOW their opinion and the degree whether they do or not!  The thought-source may be in close 
proximity or ten thousand miles away – neither the time nor distance matter – but you KNOW that 
thought wasn't yours, leaving the only other alternative that it was somebody else's.

You can turn-off other people's thoughts, but you can't turn-off your own innate ability to READ 
thoughts from the ethers anytime you want to.  Once you get some practice, you'll note your mind/brain is
already a lot quieter, and for once you can permit your mind/brain to be absolutely BLANK of conscious 
thought and thinking; a King's/Queen's Ransom possession when you WANT to think through a problem 
or situation.  Imagine, YOUR ideas without any contamination whatsoever – and still having the 



Universal Mind/Oversoul at your disposal and at your command.  That's a bit advanced, but it's also 
where you are going and it will come, seemingly of its own accord, with establishing your LIKE/DON'T 
LIKE habit and PAYING attention to all your mind/brain traffic.

In time, you'll read a thought you know for a fact isn't yours, and with a bit of practice AT JUST 
READING IT, the source will reveal itself.  Initially, since you endure a lot of traffic, they'll all be in your
own voice.  As you progress and READ the nature of the traffic you know isn't yours, that traffic will 
come though in the originator's voice and/or personality.  I've met people passing by and going about their
own affairs that I absolutely KNEW had originated some previous thought; no question about it, and it's a 
very common situation.

Shock!  You've always been able to READ OTHER PEOPLE'S MINDS since you've been doing 
it since day one of CONCEPTION!  No wonder 'religions' and 'socialists' have to conspire – and enforce 
with wholesale murder to keep people occupied with nonsense or survival – whichever will work with 
whomever is to be suppressed.  Without YOUR money/production and your IGNORANCE to support 
their REAL agenda, none of them would last longer than a snowflake in hell.

Shock!  Everybody else can read other people's minds the same as you can:  but are IGNORANT 
of the fact, how to develop the ability to a usable form, and all because they 'believe' rather than KNOW.  
We call them "hallelujah halfwits" and "programmed stupid" depending on the nature of their self-
inflicted ignorance and stupidity.

Now the process in short form:
YOU must decide whether you LIKE/DISLIKE anything and everything and to what degree – 1 to

100 – on your scale.  Within a very short time you'll have a thought come through your mind/brain with 
an entirely different, regardless of how close, LIKE/DISLIKE and/or NUMBER.  Either one is all that's 
required, both are nice but not necessary.  THAT thought is somebody else's.  You KNOW what you 
think, especially if you've ignored all the emotional entrapments and falderal explained above, so if any 
thought in your mind/brain disagrees, even in the slightest detail, that thought isn't yours.  If not yours, it 
has to be somebody else's.  Period.  Thoughts and thoughtforms are NOT self-generating, they must come
from some mind/brain/thought source.  That "source" cannot avoid leaving its own stamp of personality 
on that thoughtform/energy, leaving a sure and certain identification capability.

You need to have SOME mind/brain capability just to be alive – although all hallelujah halfwits 
and programmed stupids are brain-dead for all intents and purposes – and it's the same ability Akurians 
use in handling the forces and energies of Invocations of Testimony and Spirit Communications.  And 
THAT is why you MUST learn to Discern Spirits unless you intend to jackass yourself into an Eternal 
Burning in Everlasting Hell.  If so, the responsibility is upon your own head and at your own hand.

Discerning of Spirits:
To blast into True Spirit Matters with either your ignorance or stupidity intact is the absolute of 

knowing abuse and intrusion.  You cannot and you will not escape the penalties.
To understand the True Nature of all Spirit Matters you must first learn and abide by the Holy 

Laws, Statutes and Ordinances that perfect human nature to the point of acceptability by and 
accountability to the Entities in Charge of the relevant Forces and Energies.  Without that acceptance and 
accountability one can only deal with and in demonics regardless of how well intentioned.  The Holy 
Laws, Statutes and Ordinances required are contained in the First Five Books of the Holy Bible – mixed 
with some very relevant history – and verified throughout the remainder.  However, The Most High will 
only Testify to the validity of NINE (9) Books in the entire King James Version of the Holy Bible:  
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy; the Prophets Isaiah, Ezekiel and Daniel in the 
Old Testament; and Revelation, the sole New Testament inclusions.  All the rest, without exception, have 
either been altered, added to or deleted from to the point of falsehood.  As of this date, The Most High 
will not Testify to the validity of so much as one word in the Qu'ran (Koran) due to the Beelzebub 
domination of the entire Nation of Islam; and that is a tragedy of global and eternal proportions.  There is 
one book, "The ANOINTED, The ELECT, and The DAMNED!" (AED) mentioned above of which The 



Most High will Testify that each and every word, statement and claim is absolute, irrevocable, 
consistently verifiable Truth.  It is free-to-read on line and will remain so as long as possible.

Even with a Holy Seal in your forehead you can be deceived if you are ignorant or self-righteous 
enough to think yourself infallible.  Therefore, even the Akurians must learn the exacting process of True 
Discernment of Spirits.  The first rule of discernment is to rid yourself of any and all 'praise Jesus' 
poppycock followed hard with an equal ridding of any and all Catholic, Christian, Islamic, Wiccan and 
other such Demonisms that all the above have degenerated into.  The world is not dripping with honey, it 
never did and it never will, even after the Restoration.  All the 'white,' lights and 'good' Spirits nonsense is
just that, nonsense.  None of them will produce a damned thing of a Spiritual Nature except Eternal Hell 
as a consequence.  If you're a Satan Worshiper, any of the above will serve you far better than most of the 
chanting idiocies of the Satanic Churches.  We know, Wicca is a 'nature' philosophy … great, then go out 
on the lawn and graze and see what kind of 'Spirit' your stomach recognizes.  It will only take a few 
minutes.

The paragraph above should be a very solid clue as to True Discernment.
If you're idiotic enough to accept whatever you're told by any Spirit – or your own mind because 

that's where your personal agenda is – then you're also idiotic enough to accept a near miss as sufficient; 
and for all such there is no effective discernment.  But there is hope.  Since the Divines will not tolerate a 
lie, and the Demons will not tolerate the Truth, discernment shouldn't be all that much of a problem once 
you know the information going through your head isn't YOU as given above.  Waiting until the proof is 
delivered BEFORE accepting or acting on so much as one word of their information is the key.  Did you 
get that?  If not, read it again, because you have to discern EACH AND EVERY such communiqué!  You 
can't discern a Divinity once and then blindly accept anything and everything that comes from – or posed 
as – that Divinity.  You will NEVER 'know them well enough' to bypass the necessary proof until you are
a Spirit Master yourself, and that will take a few centuries at the very minimum.

The next problem is their Immaculate Deception.  They'll sneak into your mind, let you think they 
are Divine, and give you information that is absolutely accurate – but for a Demonic and Infernal 
Purpose!  They're not telling you to Truth for a Truthful end, but to suck you in to thinking that is the 
case; and then sending you off on some 'more righteous' endeavor, away from the Akurians.  That is the 
exact trap that caught David H. Lewis looking as spelled out in the AED, and it ultimately cost David his 
life.  Had he stayed the course where I told him, and not disobeyed a second time, he might very well be 
alive today.  He got a 'communication' … it proved absolutely accurate, but he DID NOT DISCERN the 
source … and he went off on 'his own thing' to his ultimate doom.  Each and every such communiqué 
must be discerned – without exception.  Even I discern each and every Spirit and attempted Spirit 
communiqué, no exceptions at any time for any reason.  And the reasons are legion.

There are Righteous Spirits, Spirits of The Presence, Infernal Spirits and Spirits of the Damned 
among the many uncounted other categories, and you have to know how to tell which-is-which in 
exacting detail – or you're going to get a royal desecration as an end result.  Since all Spirits, good and 
bad, were created and brought to consciousness by The Most High, they all have one thing in common:  
they must tell the Truth when properly approached and bound (see "binding" and "loosening" references 
in the KJV Bible, the AED, and our writings on the subject) in the absolute manner.  Those Spirits who 
approach you are much easier to discern, as they asked for it and by the Law of Immunity, they cannot 
refuse but may lie if you don't know what you're doing.

Let's take those who approach you, first.  DO NOT give them any test of anything you KNOW as 
if you know it, so do they!  Spirit Communication is a MENTAL process and anything in your mind is a 
wide open book, so THAT is a process that won't work.  But let's say you've got Guru Q. Gobbledespook 
knocking on your forehead want to 'give' you information.  They're damned good at deception, playing 
your ignorance against you (that's where the police get the tactic from), and making promises like a 
ruptured gold mine (that's where Barack H. Obama and his cronies get their 'promises' from).  They'll tell 
you anything you want to hear, only they'll make it far more desirable than you ever imagined.



That said, Guru Q. Gobbledespook has a problem:  he can't deal with the Truth.  Properly bind him
with Truth and that will be the last you see of him, at least consciously.  BEFORE you accept so much as 
one word of his 'commentary' make him tell you something in absolute accuracy that NEITHER of you 
know because it hasn't happened yet!  Forget the Lotteries, winning horses and dogs, nobody plays in that 
league, nobody.  The HEADLINE of tomorrow's newspaper is an excellent example – and it must be 
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE … not a near miss.  If you're intelligent about these things, you'll make 
notes as Guru Q. Gobbledespook spews, so make a note of the EXACT headline of the next day's edition 
of your local – or any national – newspaper.  And be explicit, even the slightest detail amiss and you're 
talking to a DEMON!

Your first clue, is that any such 'spook' that approaches you is probably a Demon of some sort.  
The Angels and Divinities DO NOT POSSESS anybody, at any time, for any reason; and they will not 
come to you unless you call them.  When you call a Divinity the Demons are equally aware, so make sure 
you BIND them away from you BEFORE you call any for Divinity.  When, and if, a Divinity approaches 
in answer to your call, you STILL need to discern them, and they take no offense.

Ask what you will, set your EXACTING terms of proof, and then GET OFF THE SUBJECT!  
Leave the entire subject alone UNTIL you view the required headline – no exceptions.  Any and all 
rambling on, even to yourself, about the subject or information will be contaminated by the also-attending
Demonics.  The rules WILL NOT be changed once you make or set your deal.  There will be no additions
to, deletions from, nor changes about the 'ask' or the information.

When, and if, you gain sufficient True Spiritual experience and standing in your own right, you'll 
be able to discern by sensing.  Spirits cannot long disguise themselves to True and Righteous Akurians 
who are Proven Knowers of The Great Testimony and have received The Holy Seal – the Mark of The 
Most High – in their forehead.  True and Righteous Akurians who are Proven Knowers are always under 
attack from the Demons, and we neither tolerate nor excuse them.  We can and we do demolish them in 
no uncertain terms.  Our Spiritual Firepower is such that should we ever be in error, or effect collateral 
damage to any innocent, The Most High, Himself, takes it upon Himself to protect and preserve those 
innocent in Judgment.  And THAT is why we fire on their asses at the slightest provocation.  Since 
Immanuel made access to and return from the Planes of Heaven available to everybody, the True and 
Righteous Akurians have never been in error of discernment, nor have we harmed anyone in collateral 
damage.  If you follow our EXACTING process as given and without any embellishments, you won't 
either.

The HIGHER in Rank a Spiritual Entity is, the easier it is for a Spirit to impersonate any other, 
especially to the gullible, ignorant and the stupid.  Lucifer has been posing as 'god-in-christ' for ages and 
has a HUGE following.  He is equally adept at posing as 'god,' 'jesus,' a 'saint,' or 'good Spirit' to any and 
all who are idiotic enough to follow such deceptions.  Since he is both incubus and succubus, he is the real
Entity behind all the 'visions' of the 'virgin' Mary/Mother, and note how many of those are in the 
published records.  He is also the mind-behind all those so-called 'miracles' and 'exorcisms' we hear about 
from time to time.  The fact the participants, victims, priests, preachers and other liars, neither know how 
nor take the time to discern the realities of such events – let alone the 'Spirits' involved – is beside the 
point.  Demons are masters of disguise and deception, thus the NEED for True Discernment.

All Spirits have personalities, and those personalities can be detected.  Just like closely watching 
any human; honest people show themselves to be honest, and liars show themselves to be liars; simple as 
that.  Given the test, Spirits reveal themselves to be either Divine or Demonic, and the more exacting the 
test, the better.  Even Lucifer can't get around a properly prepared and DEMANDED test.

Of Angels and Divines:
One need never concern themselves with being possessed by any True Divine, regardless of how 

the encounter comes about.  Divines DO NOT possess nor 'enter into' anyone at any time for any reason.  
And THAT gives the abject lie to any and all who claim to have or to have found 'christ within' 
themselves.  There well may be some entity besides themselves dwelling in such a fool, but whatever or 



whoever that entity is:  it damned sure isn't 'christ' (by and name or title) intended to be Immanuel son of 
Joseph of Nazareth; or any other Divine what/whomsoever.

These 'holy' possessions are the easiest to discern, but are not necessarily the easiest to dispossess. 
To discern the entity, first remember it's supposed to be 'christ' the Crucified One of about 2,000 years ago
as of this time.  Immanuel was fluent in Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, Latin, Greek, Akkadian, Persian and 
Egyptian that we historically know of.  Then simply ask that 'entity' for the correct translation of any word
or phrase in any of those languages into English!  The idiot within whom this 'christ' is duly embedded 
will probably reply, "I don't know what you mean," and THAT is your first clue!  Tell the idiot you 
weren't talking to them, but to the 'christ within' who suddenly became totally illiterate upon 'entering' the 
idiot.  It blows their disguise and deception every time.  The demons who do virtually all such possessions
have NEVER had a physical/human incarnation and are totally ignorant of the various tongues and 
languages.  Not so of the Higher Demons, but Lucifer will never waste and High Demon when a low-
ranking minion will suffice for all but about one out of one hundred million times.  Then before you jump 
into any such mess – especially with respect to any FUTURE information that 'christ within' might deliver
– check out and verify the translation.

When that translation bounces, and it will, the next issue on the agenda is getting the demon out of
the possessed, and YOU can't do that without the possessed's permission and assistance!  Most are going 
to claim YOU are of the devil and cling to their nonexistent 'Jesus' at all costs.  Let them, and put your 
Testimony against them.  It's their decision and their soul.

Casting out demons and devils is an entirely different capability and should be left to only those 
True and Righteous Akurians who are Proven Knowers of The Great Testimony.  All demons, including 
Lucifer, do not like to mess with such Akurians as they and he always lose – and they all know it.  The 
Holy Seal in the forehead is one absolute deterrent to all such, and when a demon challenges one who is a 
Sword of El Aku or Blue Sword Daughter of Akuria or Elisha, they know they have entered into the 
Eternal Death Arena from which there is neither escape nor mercy.  Demons can and often do put up one 
hell of a fight, but they always lose to the Akurians.

When beginning to Discern Spirits it's always advisable to READ without further tampering.  
Everything that lives has a Spirit of some kind.  READ a blade of grass, you don't have to pick it or take 
on the whole yard or field, just READ the life-force of a blade of grass:  AND LET THE ENERGY TELL
YOU!

LETTING THE ENERGY TELL YOU is sound advice in any Spiritual practice or endeavor, and 
it's absolutely critical if you intend to achieve any worthwhile degree of accuracy.

READING things you KNOW have some kind of Spirit doesn't mean you're going to get absolute 
accuracy the first time, or the first several times, but each READING is an experience and practice will 
prove itself.  READING a pet will often give you and insight to their personalities and their habits as well 
as their preferences.  With a little practice you'll be able to tell if they're feeling well or not, and some 
indication of what, if anything, is wrong.

Babies are the easiest to READ of all.  They are honest, innocent and open.  And for those who 
think that is an advantage in your favor, remember their Spirits forever behold The Face of The Most 
High on their behalf.  Since everyone isn't a deviate, parents can use this Holy and Righteous ability and 
knowledge to make the right decisions on behalf of their child's welfare, education and upbringing.  Good 
parents are hard to come by these days, and such True Spiritual abilities are well worth the time and effort
to achieve on your child's behalf.

A nonmetaphysical point here, when babies get cranky or cry a lot, they can't tell you what's 
wrong or where the problem is:  BUT THE ENERGIES CAN!

It's a simple practice to put your hand near a light bulb and feel the heat – then move you hand 
away from the bulb and see how far away you can still feel that heat.  It's subtle, but I've seen blind people
enter a room and not only know if the lights are on or off, but also discern the colors!  Most people can 
discern the heat of a common light bulb across the room; and that's about the same heat you'll detect if 
you move your hand – palm flat to the body, close but not touching – the length of the baby or pet.  



Simply move your hand over the length of the body, head to toe in either direction, and detect the heat.  
Now you know WHERE the problem is, and if you let the ENERGY TELL YOU, you can also discern 
WHAT the problem is.  It will take some practice, but every child and every pet is worth the time and 
effort:  as is your own Spiritual Development.

Eventually you'll be able to discern Spirits instantly and infallibly.


